Religion: not talked
about but still present
Mark Argent reflects on his conversations with both individuals and organisations,
where he finds genuine religion under the surface, but for various reasons not
openly acknowledged. These include a mistaken perception among individuals of
what religion is really about, and in organisations a fear of causing offence or being
seen as discriminatory, as well as not connecting genuine passion for values with a
religious experience. He concludes that organisations should have the courage to
see members of their staff as whole people, rather than just their job descriptions.
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Religion and values in
organisations

things are usually much more
complex than that seems. What

longings and anxieties that were in play.
Using such religious language felt a

It seems really important to have
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the Psalms much further. For

can hold within themselves other

experience God. Running these
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So there’s something
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comment about the person showing
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or labelled. It means a
person is much more than
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The cause for optimism is that it
would be crazy to attempt to
“measure” one’s friends, or “assess
their usefulness”. So the
conversation about religion in
organisations also includes taking

Final Thoughts

the risk of being real. From a
Christian perspective, that’s about

her the grave is that “she thought he

People are less used to thinking of

whether we can let ourselves see

was the gardener”. There’s an

the stories of individuals and of

people as being in the image of God,

unmistakable parallel with Mary

organisations as ways to encounter

rather than limit them to what fits

Magdalene in John 20, mistaking the

God, but how we think of our stories

someone else’s preconceptions of

risen Jesus for the gardener. Stories

plays a crucial part in how we

God and of them.

1 For example https://www.politico.eu/article/carwyn-jones-wales-hard-brexit-first-minister-hard-brexit-is-like-religious-fundamentalism/
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